the culture of Rice ; yet great Rain, which utterly falt the latter Part of the Year, has been known to injure the bolls, and frequently over-ower the Rice wholly, which nevertheless, though it totally remais in that State for some Weeks, receaves no Demerit.

The next Land in Ethemor's that called Oak and History-Land, is Oak-Tree, particularly the beavers, beeing observed to grow mostly on good Land. This Land is of most Ute, in general producing the bell Grass, Wolf-Rose, Honeysuckle, and some in the Clocks, in the Mountains, on the Coast, and in the woods. On this Land grows a Variety of Evergreen Trees and Shubs, mol late them Aquader-Tree, with the Aloha Flora, Red Bird-Flora, Totema, Aromas, Whiter, Smaller, Cypris Fler, or the upright Horsehackle, Myrtina latiss, flisas, Sic.

The Swamps are filled with a Profusion of Boyant and beautiful Flowers grown in the Swamps, as the pruss, the bee, the lily, etc.
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